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Audi tt replacement tail light seal installation

Tools Needed:

• Small Flat Blade Screwdriver
• Rubbing Alcohol or Paint Prep Cleaner
• Small Socket with Rachet
- Optional 3M Weatherstrip Adhesive

Start by removing the tail lights from the car by accessing the rear of the lights through the access panels
on each side of the interior hatch. Each tail light has two plastic knobs, one white and one black, that are
located on the inner side of the tail light. Remove both knobs and unplug the electrical connector from
the back of the tail light. The outer part of the tail light will still be connected to the body of the car metal
clip. Push from the rear of the tail light outwards to unclip the tail light completely from the car.
Once the lights have been removed make sure to use a clean surface that won’t scratch the lenses while
working on the lights. To remove the original rubber trim seals first remove the 6 push on metal clips using
a small flat blade screwdriver. Use care not to break the plastic pins that the clips fit onto. Once all of the
metal clips have been removed the seals will slide out. Depending on the condition of the seals they may
come apart in pieces so make sure to remove all debris from the slots/channels where the seals fit into.
Before installing the replacement rubber seals clean the tail lights where the seals attach using rubbing
alcohol or prep cleaner so as to remove all residue and dirt.
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We suggest before permanently installing the replacement rubber seals that they are test fitted to the tail
lights. The top portion of the tail light has a channel/groove that the seals slide into. The outer side of the
tail light also has a channel but the seal fits over not into the channel. The inner side of the tail light that faces
the hatch opening has 3 tabs that fit into slits on the rubber seals. A small flat blade screwdriver will help to
slide the seals over these tabs. There are also 4 male pins that the seal fits into with a small flat metal piece
with 3 holes that fits over the rubber seal.
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